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A.S. candidate
removed from
presidential race
By Janet Cassidy
A policy written 11 years ago makes it impossible for Jerry Jones, an independent candidate, to run for Associated Students president in this week’s
election.
And there’s nothing Jones can do about it, according to Robert Martin,
(lean of student services.
Because Jones did not attend college last semester, he was disqualified
I rom the A.S. elections on Wednesday and Thursday, the A.S. election board
;announced at a meeting Thursday.
"As far as we’re concerned,
he’s out," said Steve Freiling, election board chairman.
"Even if he wins as a write-in
candidate, Jones won’t qualify."
Freiling said.
But Jones said he has no intention of dropping the matter.
Freiling told Jones Tuesday
that there was a good chance he
would be taken out of the race.
Jones said.
"I’ve already wasted a great
deal of my time, and the media’s
time," Jones said.
He spent $50 on advertising in
the Independent Weekly last week,
he said.
Jones filed an appeal to the A.S
judiciary committee Thursday, and
if that doesn’t work, he plans to sue
the A.S. board of directors, he said.
Jerry Jones
"If 1 can’t be elected president.
I will ask the courts to intervene."
lie said.
"And who’s gonna pay for these court fees? Not the chancellor, not the
board of directors, but you and me, the students," he added.
Jones spoke with his legal counsel on Thursday, he said.
According to a policy statement issued by the Chancellor’s Council of
l’residents, undergraduates and graduate candidates for office must have
earned at least 21 quarter or 14 semester units of credit, with a GPA of 2.0 or
better, during the 12 months preceding the term in which the election occurs.
The council established these criteria for all California State University
campus student elections at a meeting in September, 1972, the policy stated
The policy was made to ensure that candidates running for major student offices in the early 1970s "make reasonable progress toward an educational goal," the council’s policy stated.
But Jones, who was in school during the time the policy went into effect,
said he thinks the policy was nothing but a way to keep radical students out
of student government.
"The influx of people going to school were taking one course and spending the rest of their time causing touble," said Jones, who ran for A.S. president of Palomar College in Southern California in 1973.
"Very few campus presidents who were there and voted (at the Chancellor’s meeting in 1972) are still in office," Jones said.
But according to Martin, Jones’ efforts will probably be in vain. "It’s
not a very popular policy statement, but unfortunately none of us here (at
SJSU ) can do anything about it," Martin said.
The A.S. board of directors has no jurisdiction over the requirements set
liy the council.
The Chancellor’s Office is in charge of all campus auxiliary organizat ions, including the Associated Students and Spartan Shops, Marlin said.
Unsuccessful attempts have been made at modifying or eliminating the
policy. Martin said.
The California State Students Association have tried to change or get rid
of the policy, he said, adding that "it hasn’t worked yet."
CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds may modify the policy herself, but
I hat hasn’t happened, Martin said.
"The policy is criticized frequently. hut that hasn’t changed anything
et," Martin added.
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and the budget committee has until
March 21 to review requests from
groups that still has not presented
themselves to the committee,
Probst said.
So far, the budget committee
has made cuts in requests totaling
$32.305. These cuts came from re-
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Protesters from the Women’s Center march in front of a downtown porno theater demonstrating against pornography in society. See story Page 6.

Steve Stanfield

$230 student fee boost could be eliminated if
cigarette tax bill compromise is accepted
By David Berkowitz
A proposed tax increase eliminating next year’s $230 student -fee
hike will probably squeak through a
state senate committee this month if
a compromise by the bill’s author is
accepted.
However, senators said the bill
will face stronger opposition when it
goes to the Senate floor.
Senate Bill 161, authored by
Alan Robbins, D-Van Nuys, calls for
a 5-cent cigarette-tax increase allowing the state to eliminate next
year’s proposed fee increase.
According to Teri Burns, research associate for Robbins, the
tax legislation should probably
come to a vote on the senate floor by
the end of the month.
"A great majority of our time
has been spent on this bill," Burns
said. "We’re very encouraged."
But nearly half of the 15-member Senate Finance Committee,
which will review the legislation
March 21, expressed strong reservations Tuesday about the bill’s language. The committee is made up of

The deadline to present the budget to SJSU President Gail Ful
lerton’s office is April 1.
Every group or organization
which requests money from the Associated Students must go before the
budget committee The committee

For related story, see page 6
quests totaling $432,940 for the 18
groups which the committee has already reviewed, he said.
The committee’s recommendations are still preliminary and will
be revised once more before they go
to the full board of directors. The
last 21 groups will be heard Monday,
and committee work on the budget
requests should be finished March
21.
The budget committee makes
recommendations on the requests
received for funds from the A.S.
budget, but the final decision is
made by the A.S. board of directors
on March 23.
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SJSU groups requests exceed
A.S. money available for ’83-’84
By Jan Field
The amount of money requested
by campus groups from the Associated Students for next year far exceeds the money in the A.S. general
fund, and some groups may have
their A.S. funding reduced.
For the fiscal year 1983-84, the
Associated Students budget committee has received requests totalling
$644,696.
The projected income for A.S
through student fees totals $480,000
for the spring and fall semester,
according to Barry Probst, chairman of the A.S. budget committee.
This means that $164,696 must
be cut from the requests.
The requests are from 39 groups

RA

will review the requests and see that
it meets budget stipulations. Probst
said.
Each A.S. budget is patterned
after a model from the budgets of
previous years. This does not mean
that a group that got funds last year
automaticly qualifies for this year’s
budget.
"We see where they made cuts
and why, since most groups usually
turn in the same requests," Probst
said.
"We don’t rely on last year’s
budget, it is only used as a
guideline," he added.

ten Democrats and live Republicans.
"There is no discussion of this
bill in the Republican caucus," said
Robert G. Beverly. R-Los Angeles.
"I doubt that they’d be ready to vote
for this bill next week."
Beverly, one of four committee
Republicans who declared then).
selves undecided on the issue, said
his caucus will probably try to have
the bill deferred. According to proponents, tabling the bill would kill it.
Robbins is also receiving strong
opposition from within the Democratic Party. The Democratic committee members are displeased with
amendments made in the Revenue
and Taxation Committee last

month. The bill, in its original lorni,
would have sent the estimated $140
million raised by the tax directly to
state universities. However, committee members were opposed to
the idea of "earmarking" funds.
The bill now makes no mention of
the university sytem or eliminating
fee hikes.
"In the absence of earmarking
for the students, 1 would not vote for
this bill," said Bill Greene. 11-Los
Angeles. "There are no guarantees
the student fees ( increase) would be
eliminated."
Following the amendment. Robbins threatened to withdraw the bill
unless legislators agreed to eliminating the proposed fees.

Vie will not take this to the governor’s desk unless the tuition issue
is resolved," Burns said.
According to Burns. Robbins
doesn’t expect to have to withdraw
the bill, but "that option is still
there."
To avoid the action, the senator
will try to introduce new "triggering" language into the bill which
would institute the tax increase only
if no alternate method could be
found to eliminate the fee hikes.
Burns said.
The new language differs from
the way the bill was presented to the
Revenue and Taxation Committee
because it does not in
Centleuel ari page 8

Prescription medicines popular
By Sam White
It’s enough to turn a tribal medicine-man green with
envy. Nearly 15,000 prescriptions have been filled at the
Student Health Service pharmacy since July 1982.
Over 2,000 prescriptions were filled during February.
according to Raymond C. Miller, health service director.
Approximately 200 students use the health service daily
and about 100 to 125 prescriptions are filled each day,
Miller said.
Although an exact breakdown was not available.
Miller said oral contraceptives top the list of prescriptions filled. Other highly prescribed medications include
antibiotics. Iiitihistimaines. cough medicines and pain re-

A.S.
Groups
A.S. Executive
A.S. Print Shop
A.S Legislation
A.S. Election Board
A.S. Copyright
A.S. Business Office
A.S. Clerical
A.S. Legal Services
A.S. Bike Shop
A.S. Public Relations
A.S. Earth Toys
A.S. Program Board
A.S.P.B./Summer
Session
A .S. Business Office
Summer Session
A.S. Earth Toys
Summer Session
A.S. Leisure Service
Summer Session
A.S. Leisure Services
Wk Study/Student
Assistant

heyers such as empherin aiilm codeine.
Miller explained the pharmacy, which has been in operation since 1977, "only provides drugs to students for
acute illnesses and injuries. Long-term medication is not
issued." He also said the pharmacy only charges the student for the drug prescribed, and not for the container. No
markups of any kind are done.
Prescriptions range in price from 50 cents to $C
Miller said 40 penicillin pills costs $1.20. The average prescription for oral contraceptives, which includes a threemonth supply, costs about the same.
The pharmacy, which is open Monday through Friday, does not fill outside prescriptions or prescriptions for
relatives of students. Miller said
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EDITORIAL

CalPIRG not good for campus
California Public Interest Research
The
Group is a lobbying organization
looking for a constituency.
CalPIRG is a student-run organization
which involves itself with issues students
may or may not be interested in. This, however, is not the only problem. CalPIRG’s proposal to raise all student’s fees $3 to fund itself is reprehensible.
CalPIRG officials have proposed a "refundable fee" system. If students approve
CalPIRG at the March 16 and 17 elections.
each student will be required to pay an additional $3 in fees.
Students who do not want to support CalPIRG can get a refund during the first three
weeks of the semester from tables set up
around campus. After that, they will have to
doesn’t
go to the CalPIRG office which
exist yet.
The people at CalPHIG hope the students
will approve their plan without knoving
what they are getting.
The people in CalPIRG probably know
least suspect that
or at
students will not
make a tremendous effort to retrieve their
CI.
On a local level, the money CalPIRG
takes in is supposed to be used for community projects. This is all well and good, if a

person lives in the community. Many students, however, do not live on campus or in
the surrounding area. They should not have
to pay money to an organization that will not
benefit them.
CalPIRG makes the claim that, if it is
approved, a majority of students at SJSU
will support it. This is not necessarily true.
It may well be only a majority of the minority of students who vote. They can hardly
claim to represent a majority of students
when only about 10 percent of the student
population usually votes in campus elections.
Students already have a lobbying organization in the California State Student Association. They may not like all that it does, but
it does focus almost exclusively on student
issues. CalPIRG lobbies for causes which
are consumer -oriented rather than student oriented. Students need a group that works
primarily in the interest of students as students rather than as part of the general citizenry.
In its attempt to make students pay a
mandatory $3 fee, CalPIRG is trying to build
its constituency at the expense of the collective pocketbook of SJSU students. Students
should answer this attack on their billfolds
with a resounding "no" vote.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

In my opinion . . .

Journalists lift all privacy
Journalism is a profession that prides itself on objectivity - "the facts and only the facts."
But journalists in general, and editors in particular.
seem to be losing objective sight of their responsibilities
to a "news-hungry" society.
Recent events have shown just how low the press
can stoop in an effort to "get the story." The newly-retired head of the EPA, Ann Gorsuch- Burford. regard-

And so it is. Unfortunately, the news reporters are
increasingly becoming part of the news. Ann GorsuchBurford should have done something drastic, like detonate a home-made nuclear device on the sidewalk, to
keep reporters from camping out on her front lawn.
The residents of Alviso should dunk a reporter or
two under the water, and the man who set himself on
fire should call his insurance agent to see if he’s covered.
Chances are he wasn’t covered for at least one part
of this tragedy: the fact that the nation-wide invasion of
his privacy was so completely stupid. The media in this
case, and countless others, gave priority to gathering
the news without consideration of the impact on the
source. Granted, there were a myriad of circumstances
involved, but individuals’ rights to privacy, be they public officials or just not too bright, should be a factor in
news coverage.

By Brian Dravis
Staff Writer

less of any guilt or innocence, shouldn’t have had to tolerate reporters camped in her yard. Burford resigned
March to. citing excessive pressure from the media as
one of the main reasons.
Residents of Alviso have had to rebuild their lives,
in the wake of recent flooding, under the constant and
watchful eye of television cameras.
A recent incident in Jacksonville, Fla. graphically
illustrates the irresponsibility that sometimes hampers
the press. There, a man despondent over his unemployment. and drunk, doused himself with charcoal lighterfluid and set himself on fire. All the while he was being
filmed by a TV crew. Not one member of the crew made
an attempt to put out the fire until the man had taken off
in a flaming sprint.
The editorial response in many newsrooms would
have been to use the story, on page one, with a full color
photo if available. The accompaning story would appear
roughly like this: "An unemployed man, crazed by alcohol, set fire to himself last night, igniting into a beautiful
blue-yellow ball of flame - a grotesque conflagration of
horror. The man then sprinted off, his blistering flesh
crackling like damp logs on a hot fire..."
"Now that’s news." they might say.

TALKMAN:

80%

And what of editors? Editors have long been scapegoats for those who dislike the media. Critics have felt
that editors should be forced to wear shirts with "kick
me, I’m an editor" embroidered on the back or made to
drive a Pinto with a full tank of gas northbound on highway 101 around 5 p.m.
But that’s not good enough. Editors, news-veterans
that they are, should constantly remind themselves that
what appears in the paper is something more than just
another clip for reporters to use in their resume. To be
effective "watchdogs," editors should seek a balance
between freedom of the press and responsibility to the
public.
Likewise, they should remember that no freedoms
are absolute, and the freedom to report should stop at
the right to privacy. Getting a dying man to mutter his
last words ("get that
camera outta my face") fails
to serve the public’s interest or the media’s purpose.
This balance is achieved far too infrequently now.
Some say the "watch" should be taken out of the
"watchdog" term used to describe the press.
Until the press, and in particular the editors, become less concerned with crucifixtion and the "scoop"
than with the rights and feelings of those they cover, the
critics just may be right.
This article reflects the personal opinion of the writer.

KSJS mimicking
other stations
Editor:
I feel that it is necessary to raise
a number of questions in response to
Denise Chambers’ article about
KSJS: San Jose State’s radio station.
My first question is for the author. I was wondering whose opinion
is it that KSJS is the best college station? You failed to include this important "fact" in your article.
Next I’d like to direct some
questions to program director Steve
Scott, who claims that KSJS prepares its "jocks" for the "real
world". Why is it that the station is
not part of the "real world"? Is this
world you speak of defined by
money? You also claim the station
trains people for "professional stations". Is it impossible for a college
station to be professional or does
money make one a pro?
KSJS’ format (with exception to
the ethnic programming) simply
mimics every album -oriented rock
AORI station in the area. It fails to
be creative or to take any chances,
instead, sticking with top sellers
such as REO, Styx, Foreigner, etc.
Music Director Bob Helm has little
insight into today’s modern music.
His play list is filled with corporate
rock
music made for money.
Money which in turn fuels greedy
commercial stations but which
KSJS never sees.
Luckily there are non-commercial stations in the South Bay who
take full advantage of the medium:
KFJC/Foothill College 89.7 FM
and KZSU/Stanford 90.1 FM to
name just two.
In closing, I’d like to quote Robert M. Lindner from his 1956 work
"Must You Conform?" "You must
adjust . . . this is the legend imprinted in every schoolbook, the in-

visible message on every blackboard. Our schools have become
vast factories for the manufacture
of robots." Good luck to you aspiring
professonal puppets.
Bob Gunn
Art
junior

Reporter needs
to do homework
Editor:
I would like to respond to Dave
Reznicek’s slash at KSJS.
For starters, he says. "the station has the duty to train and prepare its students for employment in
the broadcasting industry." This is
simply not true. The station’s responsibility is to give the student
"on- air" experience for the real
world. That’s it. The training and
preparation for its students is the responsibility of the school department.
Obviously. Mr. Reznicek is a
KFJC listener, which is fine. He has
a right to listen to a station of his
own choosing. But to think that he
somehow represents the majority of
the listening audience doesn’t hold
diddly. All you have to do is go into
any record store and ask who sells
the most records, or better yet, read
in the paper who is on top of the
charts, and you’ll see that the majority of those groups are played on
KSJS, KEZR, KYUU, and KLHT.
Mr. Reznicek has a lot of homework to do, and he should do much
more research on the subjects that
he will comment on, rather than rely
on slanderous remarks to fill a column.
Two straight years as the Number One college radio station in California wasn’t given to us on a silver
platter. We rightfully earned it.
Let’s see if Dave Reznicek earns an

award for Number One Foot In The
Mouth!
Mark Fladeland
Radio-TV Broadcasting
junior

’Stale’ station
Ignores tastes
Editor:
With regards to Dave Reznicek’s opinion piece "KSJS format
needs revamping" (March 7). I
must write to tell you "my sentiments exactly."
But Dave. you beat me to the
punch. I was in the process of writing a similar article for another
campus paper and now I’ve been
foiled.
But that is not the point. The
point is that KSJS is openly ignoring
the widespread changes in musical
tastes which are taking place right
now in America (and the rest of the
civilized world).
KFJC, KUSF, KPFA and others
recognized what was coming years
ago and took chances by offering
programming that was stimulating
rather than pacifying. The results of
those risks are clearly evident now:
most college-age students in this
area are opening up their ears to the
non-commercial stations which
offer refreshing alternatives to the
stale KSJS-type.
No one I know listens to KSJS at
all.
The reason is simple. KSJS is
jaded and non -constructive.
But they’re paying for their
shortsightedness. They’ve turned
off their audience and their audience has turned elsewhere.
Choosy listeners choose creativity over boredom everytime.
Frank Novicki
Journalism
sohpomore

Should attention be focused on the private lives of public figures?
Asked in front of the Student Union.

No, I don’t think it
should, but the media have
the right to. I think every.
body has the right to pri
vacy.. You can’t take privilege
with
people’s
personal life.
Barbara Karn
Ilealth !icier ee
senior

That depends on the individual. If they don’t mind
the attention and publicity
that is fine. If they don’t
want to be bothered, they
should be left alone.
Lee Kendall
Computer Science/Engineering
junior

No, I don’t. I think the
medla of today is nothing
but sensationalism and
prying. I don’t think using
the First Amendment freedom of speech right of the
press entitles them to go
into people’s lives,
Craig VanKessel
Public Relations
junior

Absolutely not. I think
private lives of anybody
are the private business of
that individual. They are
entitled to their own life.
People should be concerned only on how public
figures affect them on an
individual basis.
Peggy Langager
Advertising
sophomore

It’s my feeling that
especially a person inn political situation
does
have a certain responsibil.
ity to act in a way in which
you would expect of a political person. These people
are individuals, Just like
the rest of us, and should
have their privacy.
Rick Galliani
Instructional Technology
graduate
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OPINION
CalPIRG is worth the money
By Douglas Brayman
Throughout California, a group ot students are earning credit while taking on PG&E and Pacific Telephone
in an effort to hold down rapidly rising utility rates.
These students are involved in CalPIRG, the California
Public Interest Research Group, and they are working
to establish a Consumer’s Utility Board (CUB) which
would represent residential and student ) rate payers
before the PUC and the State Legislature. Their work
consists of researching individual utility companies,
building local community support for CUB, and working
with CalPIRG’s full-time lobbyists to pass the CUB bill
in Sacramento. A similar bill in Wisconsin saved rate
payers $43 million in the first year.
On Wednesday and Thursday. March 16 and 17,
SJSU students will be voting to establish and fund a Cal PIRG chapter on this campus. CalPIRG is a student
run, student funded research and advocacy organization that is both non-profit and non-partisan. As a student group CalPIRG has two primary purposes: 11 to
broaden the educational experience at SJSU by giving
students the opportunity to develop valuable skills outside of the classroom, 2) to represent wide ranging student concerns on consumer, environmental, and student’s rights issues.
Currently, CalPIRG has 25,000 members at seven
universities in California. At each of these schools, CalPIRG was established only after a majority voted to assess themselves the CalPIRG fee. Any student not wishing to participate is guaranteed a full refund at any
time. This stable funding provides the resources we
need to set up a structure which is effective in addressing our concerns. It will enable us to hire a professional
staff to assist on projects of our choosing, and also to
publish and distribute the results of research, both of
which require stable funding. In essence, CalPIRG as a
major educational program with a proven record of effectiveness, cannot exist without the CalPIRG fee.
As I mentioned before, CalPIRG is entirely directed
by students. Each CalPIRG chapter is run by a board of
directors elected in campus wide elections. In addition,
SJSU students would fill two to five seats on the state
board of directors. The state and local boards, using student’s input, are responsible for staff hiring, project selection, and allocation of funds. This means that not only
do students select which projects will be worked on, but
we also control how the money collected at SJSU will be

spent. This ensures CalPIRG’s accountability to the students.
Here at SJSU, we seldom get a chance to put into
practice what we learn in the classroom. Hours spent
studying, reading, and writing often end up as a research paper or final exam that sits in a professor’s file
cabinet. But students working on CalPIRG projects
throughout the state have the opportunity to work in a
non-classroom setting and actually put their skills to
use. At UC Berkeley this semester over 100 students are
working on CalPIRG projects and approximately 50 of
them are earning academic credit. What other student
group has this level of involvement? CalPIRG will give
us an educational experience not available now, and
help to overcome apathy by getting students involved.
The benefits of a CalPIRG chapter are not limited to
educational value alone. Last year CalPIRG was involved in passing the "Lemon Law" in California. This
protects new car buyers by requiring manufacturers to
replace a car if it is in the shop more than 30 days in the
first year, or if it requires repairs four times for the
same substantial defect. Also last year. CalPIRG lobbied successfully for small claims court reforms to
make the courts more efficient and accessible. Students
at the University of Santa Clara recently started a used
book exchange, and are working to ensure the safe storage of toxic chemicals in Santa Clra County. In Berkeley, research is being done to document the impact on
student of the recent and proposed mandatory fee increases. At the University of California at Santa Barbara, CalPIRG set up a campus recycling program and
is publishing a telephone buying guide. In San Diego,
students operate tenant and consumer hotlines and produce the CalPIRG T.V. show. In Santa Cruz, price surveys of local businesses done by CalPIRG are saving
students money by showing them where the best bargains are. As you can see CalPIRG is incredibly active
and it does benefit students.
I urge SJSU students to vote March 16 and 17. Vote
yes to bring this dynamic and effective student group to
this campus.
Douglas Brayman is a senior at SJSU with an Environmental Studies major and minors in Political Science and Journalism.He attended a CalPIRG conference at UCLA and, along with Erin O’Doherty,
suggested that SJSU should have a CalPIRG chapter.
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Vice president tells functions
of A.S. officers, departments
By Rick Spargo
What is the Associated Students"
Many of you may be asking that right nos, especially with the recent disclosure of the irregularities in
the office of the President and his retorts in the paper.
The Associated Students is your student government. It’s not a clique or a club, but a multi -million dollar, r?). -prof it corporation that elected students run.
The Associated Students ( A.S.) provides services, entertainment, and cultural events in addition to financial
assistance to other groups on campus.
Each one of you pays 810.00 a semester in your fees
to the association, then like a stockholder, you become
eligible to the benefits of the corporation and become
one of its owners.
You then elected from the student body a board of
directors and executive officers to manage the association, make its financial and managerial decisions.
The Association has three main offices, the government offices located on the top floor of the Student
Union. the Business Office on the main floor of the Student Union and the Program Board on the top floor of
the Student Union.
The A.S. also hires 25 work study students a semester as assistants.
The services the A.S. business office include the following: check cashing, ticket sales ton and off campus
events), bus tickets, stamps, club banking, student
health plans, dental insurance, PG&E payments, free
legal counseling, and all the bookkeeping for the A.S.
Questions regarding the business office can be addressed to Jean Lenart, the Business Administrator.
The Program Board provides entertainment, cultural and educational events. Some of their programs include: Wednesday Cinema, concerts like Greg Kihn,
Huey Lewis & the News, speakers like Daniel Ellsberg,
and a gamut of culturallly enriching programs to help
students explore and understand different cultures.
Questions regarding the Program Board can be addressed to Dan Ross, the Program Board Director,
The government office handles managerial responsibilities and personnel. The board of directors makes

lina I deciSlulls on corporate businesses.
The A.S. also provides other services on campus
that employ students and gives them a working knowledge of small businesses. These include, A.S. Earth
Toys, which rents skiing and camping equipment A.S
Print Shop, where students can get flyers, resumes and
reports copied or printed, and the A.S. Bike Shop, which
repairs bicycles and sells accessories.
The A.S. also gives money to such important groups
on campus as: African Awareness Month, Asian American Spring Festival, The Cal State Student Association,
Child Development Center, Hillel, Homecoming, Greek
Week. Women’s Center, the Music Department, the
Spartan Daily, KSJS, Independent Weekly, Radio/TV
News, Art Gallery. Theatre Arts, and many others.
The recent events are disgraceful, and they are also
rare. Speaking for this year’s board of directors and
controller ( as chair of the board), they are an honest
and noble group of individuals who are here to serve the
students. It was suggested in the paper. that calling for
President Anderson’s resignation was a political ploy
for the upcoming election.
The truth is that the board of directors are more
concerned about the association as a whole than the
elections. It was their feeling that the students have a
right to know about the discrepancies in the office of the
President. As public trustees, they made the informs
lion public.
It is not the place of the board of directors to judges
fellow student. As such, the information has been turned
over to: 1; The Judiciary which will decide whether
Mr. Anderson upheld the Constitution, legislative acts,
and budget stipulations and whether he acted unprofessional, unethical, or immoral as a public trustee, and. 2)
The University Police Department which will explore
the possibility of any criminal acts.
I hope this explains our organization and our recent
actions. If you have any questions, please feel free to
call me at 277-3201.
Rick Spargo is the Associated Student vice president and chairman of the board of directors.
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’Buckle-up law keeps children from being a grisly statistic
’Buckle-up lac ’ keeps children irom becoming grisly
statistics
Parents buy pesticides, aspirin and no-wax floor
cleaners with special safety caps, so children don’t poison themselves on a late afternoon snack.
They store the hammer and the hedgeclippers on
the top shelves in the garage where curious fingers can’t
find them.
They place guardrails and fences in front of stair-

ways, so baby can’t unknowingly take one too many
steps and land on the bottom floor.
Responsibility: that’s why parents do it. It’s their
responsibility to keep their young ones safe from harm,
they say.
Why must responsibility be left locked up at home?
Is the family car out of parental jurisdiction?
Automobile accidents are the number one preventable cause of death for children under four years of age,
Jecording to an annual report sent to the California

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor:
How does the Women
in Religion Task Force expect to "raise our consciousness on the role religion has played in our
history- when they are
burning religious texts that
have formed our culture?
At the beginning of
time. the Bible served its
purpose to set up a structure of laws. This group is
going about their task the
wrong way. They can’t
change the opinions of the
past by burning passages
from the Bible. People are
still going to read it. They
can’t, and will not, change
the past. They should deal
with the present by burnlig sexist books of today. It
would be censoring, but
’ust symbolic censoring.
Aristotle and Confu(Anus also served a pur-
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on a pathetic secret: babies and small children can’t
pull their seatbelt over and buckle in by themselves.
Former California Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
signed Senate bill 537 last September, and the "Buckleup law" went into effect on Jan. 1.
The law requires that children under four years of
age or weighing less than 40 pounds be buckled into a
federally-approved safety seat or seatbelt when travelling in any kind of motor vehicle.
Law enforcement officials may pull over a car and
issue a citation if the child is not buckled in.
The first citation holds that clout of a fix-it ticket for
a broken headlight, but a second offense could lead to a

sages burned are sexist in
nature, setting fire to them
can only bring back
images of a similar tactics
used by the Nazis and the
moral majority. Does this
group also believe we
should round up all "sexist" people and put them in
camps to purify society?
Or perhaps we should
make all sexist and religious people wear armbands so we all know who
they are.
Get with it women!
Certainly Martin Luther
King showed the world that
fighting fire with fire accomplishes nothing. As an
women’s
of
advocate
rights I also disagree with
those statements that you
ridicule but what does burning them accomplish?
Undoubtedly a big step
backwards with borderline
bad publicity for your
sponsor, the SJSU Women’s Center
All this act did was
elicit negative emotional
responses and put your
mentality on a level with
that of Hitler and your biggest enemy, Jerry Falwell.
How about positive. intellidemonstrations?
gent
of
Point out the facts
equality among the sexes,
the great women of history
and the contributions of
women today.
Co-ordinator Meg dowman may claim that "only
fire can smoke out the sexist" but fire also burns
those who play with it.
Doug Griffin

for several months.
the
Secondly,
statement by University
members
of
the
that
police
Greek Show committee
failed to offer assistance in
controlling the crowd is a
complete and total misrepresentation. Due to the
eventual unsettling of the
huge crowd, a few people,
myself included, passed
out during the chaos. I was
aided exclusively by members of the Greek Show
committee and escaped
possible serious injury due
to the help of those members. At this time, University Police were nowhere
to be found. Instead, the
few of them that were assigned to control the crowd
were on the inside looking
out. And they have the
nerve to ask for more
money for their part in disbursing the crowd? Shame
on you SJSU P.D.!
Finally, Daily, why did
you not take the time to get
input from the Greek Show
you
committee
before
printed the initial story
surrounding this event?
Why did you not see fit to
report on the show in the

minimum $50 line, subject to a judge’s discretion.
It’s too early to tell if parents will take the hint.
After all, car manufacturers couldn’t get the point
across when they added buzzers and clever tricks with
the ignition to their cars.
California is a free place, and adults can still get
away with ignoring their seatbelts and thus their own
safety.
But it’s unfair to ignore a child’s safety.
The "Buckle-Up Law" replaces choice with responsibility where a child is concerned, and not a moment
too soon.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

By Janet Cassidy
Staff Writer

Burnings can’t
change opinions

Highway Patrol.
It’s easy to see why this is so. A child at that age is
top heavy. The weight of his head is disproportionate to
his body weight, making balance virtually impossible
for a child riding in a car.
Thus a child will wind up on the list of fatalities
when an adult in the same accident may walk away
without harm.
The statistics are staggering.
In 1981, auto accidents killed 5,200 Californians. Of
those, more than 120 were children under four years of
age
The California Legislature has finally let parents in

pose. These ladies are burpieces of
ning great
formed
literature that
opinions long ago. They
must deal with today.
Women are equal to men
and these ladies should try
to form the opinons of
today by dealing with the
authors of today.
Aarom Crowe
Journalism
fresh man
Carl I.. Scott
Business Management
junior

Reader raps
book-burning
Editor:
After reading about
the so-called "Women in
Religion Task Force" and
their demonstration on
Monday. I felt compelled to
write concerning this idiotic protest.
Although it may be all
true and well that the pas.

Business
graduate
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Greek article
was one-sided
Editor:
In recent weeks I have
noticed you have managed
to get a lot of mileage out of
the incidents surrounding
this year’s Greek Show.
Through one-sided, blasted
reporting and a little fallacy here and there, you
have succeeded in dragging the news out over several weeks and even atmake
a
to
tempted
mockery of the entire
event. Well Daily, since
you have apparently neglected to present both
sides of the story, I am offering you a few overlooked facts.
First, in regard to your
inference that the show
was totally unorganized.
one would think that you’d
have the good sense to realize that no matter how well
organized an event is, an
unexpected crowd of over
2,000 leaves little or no opportunity for alterative
plan on the spur of the moment. I happen to know
that the organizing of the
Greek Show was worked on

IS1101J11041

five previous years when it
had gone smoothly? Unfortunately. I have come to
expect this kind of reporting from you over the
years. So I suppose we
should have anticipated
this mishandling of information on the part of the
Daily staff.
Oh well Daily, I guess
the worse thing you’ve
done is lived up to your own
reputation.
incompetent
Keep trying!!
Nlarva McInnis
Sociology
junior

number and class standing.
The phone number is for
verification purposes, and
will not be printed. Th.,
opinions in letters are thost
of the writers, and do not
necessarily represent those
of the Spartan Daily.
be
can
Letters
delivered to the Daily.
upstairs in Dwight Bente,
Hall, or to the information
center on the first floor of
the Student Union.
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ISSUES AND ANSWERS: THE A.S. ELECTION

Monday March 14. 1983. Spartan Daily

The A.S. Election:

Four candidates vie for vice-president/board chairman post

By Mike Holm
The Associated Students vice
president serves as chairperson of
the A.S board of directors. He is the
liaison between the executive and
.egislative The vice president per
the president’s job in his ab,ence and keeps a permanent record
.4 the constitution and legislation
passed by the board. The vice presi.ient coordinates internships for incoming A.S. officers and acts as of
manager
There are four candidates for
the vice presidency: Larry Dougherty of the Progressive Student
Party, Greg Ruppert of the Your Effective Student Support party. Independent John Baldo and David Mc Hefty of the Equally Obnoxious
Part:

Pere al Nan June
than it is at this point. I think with
the RE(’ Center it may be nec-

Q: What is your opinion iti t al PIRG?
A: I’m against an increase of

essary.

student fees. I can’t see any direct
return on the students’ investment.
The YESS party has a neutral
stance though.

I’S ell 111011.

Q: How do you feel about expansion at Spartan Stadium?
A: I support the alumni associa-

tion’s effort. They reaised $15 million for the stadium), If we are
going to do the Rec Center, and it
for another vote,
does come
maybe we should look at channeling
some of that money’ in to the center.
Q: What is your opinion of recent fee increases and proposals for
additional increases?
A: The fee increases are pretty

outrageous. We feel we’d be much
more effective in getting people out
to work with us on getting this thing
stopped.
Q: What is your opinion of the
Academic Senate’s recent resolution calling for gradual reductions in
athletic funding and increased student control over instructionally related activities funds?
A: I would have to do more re-

search on that move. Beyond that
we support the athletic program to
the degree that it does draw prestige
and attention to the university. But
when other programs are being cut I
just feel the need to look at it a little
more carefully.
Q: What is your opinion of the
new law requiring male finacial aid
applicants to prove that they have
registered for the draft?
A: t It is) absolutely discriminiI.arry Dougherty
Larry Dougherty is a 25 -year old sophomore majoring in history.
He is president of Students for
Peace. and a member of the Progressive Student Alliance, a group
made up of minority, feminist and
pro -peace groups.
Q: What is your opinion of (al-

tory against a certain segment of society, and therefore should be
stopped.

more time, then we can ease off on
how much the students are paying.

A: The organization IN, I believe, is doing good. It’s the $6 a year
that I’m against, basically because I
feel it’s an infringement on my
rights.

Q: What is your opinion of recent fee increases and proposals for
additional increases?
A: I’m definitely 100 percent
against it in any way or form.
Q: What is your opinion on the
new law requiring male financial
aid applicants to prove they base
registered for the draft?
A: It’s the law. If you want to

Q: What is your opinion on the
REC (’enter?
A: I feel the students spoke in

the last election. They were in favor
of the concept of the REC Center.
Possibly after we get another revision I of the plans) it should go before the students again, maybe
they’ve had a change of mind. But
until I hear differently from the students, or see differently by an election. I’m for the concept of the REC
Center.
Q: What is your opinion of the

there’s a lot of B.S. going on. I’ve
seen the original plans, and now it
seems like all it is is a basketball
arena.

Q: What do you think of the university’s plan to close San Carlos
Street?
A: lithe garage is built, I think

San Carlos should be shut down. Everybody will be using it (San Carlos)
and the traffic problem will be ridiculous.
Q: How d you feel about expansion at Spartan Stadium?
A: I’d like to see it expanded to
keep us in there (division 1-A ), because I feel that through athletics
we gain standing throughout the nation.

Q: What is your opinion of the
Academic Senate’s recent resolution Senate calling for gradual reduction in athletic funding and increases in student control of
instructionally related activities
funds?
A: I think we’re beginnning to

Q: What is your opinion of the
Academic Senate’s resolution calling for gradual reductions in athletic funding and increses in student
control of instructionally related activities funds?
A: I feel it goes back to what I

John Babb,

said before, it ( athletics ) gains good
PR and makes a name for our
school.
Q: How do you feel about recent
and proposed fee increases, which
could raise fees to WO next fall?
A: I feel since it (SJSU) is a
state university we shouldn’t be paying ridiculous tuitions like this.
They’re not ridiculous as compared
to other (schools) but I can’t see
doubling it like that.

John Baldo is an independent
candidate. Baldo is a 19-year -old
freshman in the theater arts department.
Q: What is your opinion of CalPIRG?

A: I strongly support it because,
already, CalPIRG has proven its
ability to pass legislation both on
campus. and beyond the campus.
Q: What is your opinion of the

seeing the students get the REC
Center they paid for, lithe REC
Center ) as planned is not what
they’re going to to get, we would
seek to call off any future spending,
as much as we have control over. At
that point we would conduct a study.
cut it down to bare bones, as far as
money I is concerned), and call for a
special election.
Q: What is your opinion of the
planned 1,200 space garage on
Fourth Street?
A: In the long term it appears

parking is going to be a major issue

ireg Ruppert
Greg Ruppert is the Your Effective Student Support party’s candidate for vice president. He is 20
years old, and a junior studying
electrical engineering. Ruppert is
currently a member of the A.S.

Q: What is your opinion of the
new law requiring male financial
aid applicants to prove they have
registered for the draft?
A: I think that’s a bunch of gar-
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think another way could be found. It
should’nt cost the students money.

parking is a big problem at SJSU.
Q: How do you feel about expansion at Spartan Stadion’?
A: I’m against any money coming from the students ( for expansion). If it can be done ( without student fee increases) then I’m for it.

DEC (’enter?
A: Personally I’m committed to

t et
opt

Q: What is your opinion of the
planned 1,200 space parking garage
on Fourth Street?
A: I’m not against the idea, but I

planned 1,200 space parking garage
on Fourth Street?
A: I’m in favor of that. I think

see times when atheltics will be self
supporting. Football last season was
self supporting, and I think other
sports are coming closer to that. I
think to cut athletics drastically
right now, we would lose all the
money and effort spent on it already. I would like to give it a little

tIi:

Q: What’s your opinion on the
II EC (’enter?
A: That one’s rough. I think

fight the law, that’s fine, but right
now it is the law. To hold back financial aid to stidents who are breaking
the law is, I think, 100 percent in
order. How can you expect the state
to pay for your education when
you’re not doing your part as a citizen.?

bage because they’re using the university for (draft) registration.
There are also non-students who
aren’t registering.
David McNelly represents the
Equally Obnoxious Party. McNelly,
24, is a junior religious studies
major.
Q: What is your opinion of CalPIRG?
A: CalPIRG I’m rather against.

rIACII 16, i7

I don’t like the $3 increase in student
fees.

board, its representative to the Academic Senate.

Q: What is your opinion on the

th
David McNeil).
REC Center?
A: It’s an enormous amount of

money being spent by people who
like to spend other people’s enormous amounts of money, something
I’d like to do if I had the time.
Q: What is your opinion of the
planned 1,200 space parking garage
on Fourth Street?
A:An extra parking garage
would be real nice, if they don’t
charge you a dollar and a half for it.
Q: What do you think of university plans to close San Carlos
Street?
A: I’m against the closure of

San Carlos Street. We’ve got a big
enough campus without adding to it.

The A.S. director of
community affairs works
with A.S funded groups to
coordinate programs and
as a public relations officer.The two candidates
running for ilie job are Stephanie Direr and Matthew
Adams.
Adams, a senior majoring in liberal studies, is
running /Or A.S. director of
community affairs on the
Students
Progressive
Party ticket He has served
on the executive board of
the Campus Christian Center and on the committee
on higher education and
the peace task force of the

United Church of Christ of
Northern California.

Q: What is your position on calPIRG?
A: I support CalPIRG.
basically. I think it’s a
small price to pay ($3) for
some effective representation.
61: What is your opinion of the Kee Center?
A: Basically, I support
it. I think we need to study
the issues lot more.
Q: What is your opinion of the proposed closing
of San Carlos Street?
A: It’s my understand-

ing that the city recently
nixed that as an option. I
don’t believe that closing

NEW

San Carlos Street will
make significant gains for
the university. It creates
more of a myopic, closedoff sense rather than being
open to the city.
Q: What is your opinion of the resolution introduced in the Academic
students
giving
Senate
more control over instructional funds going to athletics?
A: I think that’s real

important. Again it’s the
student control and student
input that I think is a common line through a lot of
the stuff that I’m interested in, that I think PSP is
involved in.

FREE

be kicking more to the
business department. I
think the private sector
can make far larger contribution than they are (making) now because I think
they’re getting quite a lot
from the educated people
that come out of here.

Q: What is your opinion of the fee increases this
semester and next and the
possibility of balancing the
state budget through taxes
on "sin items," such as alcohol and cigarettes?
A: I’m really angry’ at

the fee increases proposed.
that a state this rich would
feel that they would have to
cut funding of education to
the extent these fee increases show. On the other
hand, there may be better
alternatives to "sin taxes"
to deal with the problem.
For instance, I believe corporations should pay for
technical education. For
instance, business ought to

SHARP

Q: What is your opinion of linking financial aid
to whether eligible students have registered for

the draft?
A: I’m really opposed
to that linkage. I think it’s
a freedom of speech issue.
Duer is running for director of community affairs on the Your Effective
party
Support
Student
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ticket. She is a political science junior minoring in
economics and U.S. history. She is currently serving as A.S. director of nontraditional minority affairs
and on the personnel, budget and Instructionally Related Activities fund committees. She has served on

Seniors!
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8000 employers Total
cost $8 No other lees
charged Over 5000
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cit.ocuopsotns nothing to find out
more about CPR Just
complete and return the

Q: What is your opinion of the
Academic Senate’s resolution calling for gradual reductions in athletic funding and increases student
control of instructionally related activities funds?

A: Athletic funding is rather in
sane?
Q: What is your opinion of the
new law requiring male financial
aid applicants to prove they have
registered for the draft?
A: I think tha the best way the

get aid for the draft resistors would
be to charge the ROTC students as
foreign students. ROTC’s are rather
foreign to me anyway.
Q: What is your opinion of recent fee increases and proposals for
additional increases?
A: I would like to see it ( the $64
refunded, perhaps getting the
money in huge buckets and throwing
it down to the students at the stadium. It would be mildly entertain
ing anyway.

Q: What is your position on CalPIRG?
A: As you know, I’m a

member of YESS. Our position officially is this is
something the students
should decide for themselves. Personally. I’m in
favor of it.
Q: What is your pin -

ion of the Rec Center?
A: The idea of a Rec

Center I support. I am appreciative of the students
that had the foresight to
build the Student Union.
However, the students
voted for a particular Rec
Center at a particular cost.
To ask them to pay more
for something less is not
fair. If they could build the
same Rec Center at the
same cost, I would support
it. I also do not support its
location.
Q: What is your opinion of the possible ci.rsing
of San Carlos Street?
A: I think the closure
of San Carlos can unify the
campus. It will beautify
the campus. We are fortunate that no one has been
injured Having been on
the parking committee. I
had at my access mounds
of studies. The pedestrian
to auto ratio ( there) is 30 to

A: I am a little incredulous that we could get two
thirds of the students to
vote on anything. It’s
stacking the deck. I don’t
think it’s fair that we put
athletics under that restriction. We don’t require
two thirds of the students
to vote for ( AS.) presi

Valpno

Q: What is your opinion of the fee increases this
semester and next the possibility of balancing the
state budget through lases
on "sin items," such as al
collo! and cigarettes?
A: I don’t want to pay

more money. I can’t pay
more money. I don’t think
five cents on a pint of alco
hol is going to make 01
break anybody.

one.

Q: What is your pittthe resolution in
in the Academic
giving students
Senate
more control over instructional funds going to athletics?

amantly. A great portion of
my objection is that it’s
sexist. It discriminates
against men. They’re not
asking women to prove
their loyalty. I object to the
federal government using
the school as its policing
agent.

In Vtrgino 1703) 683.0385

Al

dent. As far as Dr. Young’s
resolution, I would like to
see athletics become selfsupporting. You can’t just
cut funds, and let them
sink or swim. I think the
resolution would lend the
athletic department the de
gree of self-sufficiency the
state and the student
want.

Q: What is your opinion Ili linking financial aid
to whether eligible students has t’ registered for
the draft?
A: I am opposed ad-

For Faster Action Call
Toll -Free 1-800-368-3093
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ridiculous.

The two candidates for director of community
all airs are Stephanie Duer and Matthew Adams.
the board of directors of
the child care center and
as student representative
on an ad hoc parking committee working with the
the
and
administration
city. She was assistant
chairwoman of Homecoming 1982 and chairwoman
of Homecoming 1983.
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Q: llow do you feel about expansion plans at Spartan Stadium?
A: The stadium, again, would be

Two candidates vie for director of community affairs
By Bob Teeter
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ISSUES AND ANSWERS: THE A.S. ELECTION

What is CalPIRG ?
The California Public Interest Research Group, a state-wide consumer
advocacy ogranization founded by Ralph Nader in 1971, operates out of
six college campuses in an effort to promote consumer causes.
On the state level, CalPIRG lobbies legislators to vote on legislation
that would protect the enviroment and reduce consumer costs.
On the campuses level, the group organizes rallies to protest student
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Ice increases, form book co-ops to fight the high price of textbooks and
opens bottle, can and newspaper recycling centers.
CalPIRG workers are a combination of paid staff members and student volunteers. Staff salaries range from about $7,000 to $15,000 a year.
Some campuses offer students an opportunity to earn academic
credit for their work with the group, or provide internship programs
t hrough certain majors such as enviromental studies.
The group has about 30 staff members state-wide, and a budget for
this fiscal year of about a half million dollars.
Some 25,000 students contribute money to CalPIRG, but most of their
money is collected from door-to-door canvassing.
CalPIRG operates at the University of Santa Clara and the University of California campuses at Santa Cruz, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles.
Berkeley and San Diego.
Why is CalPIRG on this month’s election ballot?
The CalPIRG initative asks students if they will help fund the group by
increasing student fees $3. It states that students who don’t want to donate money to CalPIRG will be refunded the $3 during the first three
weeks of the semester.
If the CalPIRD initative is approved by students, will our fees automatically be increased?
No. The state education code states that any student -initiated fee increase must be approved by the university president and the California
State University System board of trustees.
CalPIRG leaders will lobby the administration to support the proposed method of funding.
If our administration responds the same way most university administrations have to CalPIRG’s funding request, it will push for a funding
mechanism that does not involve a fee increase.
In some cases a compromise is hammered out between CalPIRG
members and the administration that enables students to decide at the
time of registration if they want to pay the extra $3.
At San Diego State University, the administration denied CalPIRG
funding of any sort despite student approval at the polls.
Why is CalPIRG pushing for this type of funding?
The proposed method of funding is more stable than "pass-the-hat" type
und rasing, and it guarantees the group more money.
Students are less likely to donate if it is a matter of making a check
out for an extra $3 at registration.
Although the refund policy the group offers is a simple process, it requires students to go out of their way to collect. Also, despite efforts to notify students that they could get a refund, some students on other cam-

N:ach Associated Student candidate was asked to take his/her stand on these ski
issues. Only CalPirg of these issues % ill be on the ballot. The remaining issues were(
MIPS the Daily felt students should know how the candidates stand on.

puses still were not aware it was available. Therefore, few people ask for
their money back.
For example, at Santa Clara, where students automatically pay at
registration, only one percent of the students asked tor their money back.
By contrast, at UC Santa Barbara, where students make their choice
at registration, 25 percent donated money.
CalPIRG leaders say their funding method is the key to the group’s
strength because it frees them from fund raising so they can spend more
time on the issues.
Has CalPIRG been successful on other campuses?
That depends on the campus, but generally student leaders give it high
marks. Student representatives from Berkeley, Santa (’ruz and Santa
Barbara said CalPIRG is a worthwhile organization.
On the other hand, student leaders from the University of San Diego.
a private Catholic school. said CalPIRG failed miserably on their campus. After 10 years at the University of San Diego, students voted to deny
CalPIRG automatic funding.
Leaders from the University of Santa Clara have experienced both
good and bad times with CalPIRG.
After getting off to a good start at Santa Clara several years ago, the
group fell into a slump for a few years, and is only now starting to perk up
again. According to one student representative, CalPIRG’s recent revitalization is the work of their new staff organizer.
Therefore, whether or not a CalPIRG chapter is successful seems to
depend on the time and effort staff members and volunteers are willing
to contribute.
What will CalPIRG do for SJSU?
The closing of San Carlos street to automobile traffic, fighting student fee
increases, reducing the $32 dormitory telephone hook-up fee and the reopening of the recycling center have been syggested as the type of SJSU
projects CalPIRG would become involved with.
How much control will students have in deciding what projects CalPIRG tackles?
Students elect a board of representatives composed of student volunteers
who help decide which issues to tackle.
The board will elect two to four of its members to represent the
school on the state board. The state board works in conjunction with I he
local boards in deciding the projects CalPIRG will work on.
How will CalPIRG be held accountable for what they do?
CalPIRG organizers say the refundable fee is a form of accountability
students who don’t like what the group is doing, don’t have to donate.
Once the group has your money, there is no guarantee they are going
to spend it the way you would like to see it spent.
Presumably, students elect board members they feel will look out for
their interests. much the same way United States citizens elect members
of congress. However. once a candidate is elected, there is no guarantee
they will act on every issue the way you want them to.
If CalPIRD is approved by students, and the administration cooperates with the group, will they be a permanent fixture on campus?
No. A student can place an ititative on the ballot to remove CalPIRG during any election, the same way CalPIRG members placed their ititative
on the ballot this semester.
Also, CalPIRG will automatically be subject to a vote of the student
body every three years.
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By Mike McGuire
The director for ethnic
affairs, serves as liaison
between the A.S. and the
various minority group on
campus. The dirctor of ethnic affairs must also report
to the Board of Directors
and decisions or proposals
onpolicies that could affect
minority students at SJSIL
In addition, the direc
kn.’s office must also keep
abreast of all current inforalation pertaining to affiritive action and financial
aid policies.
There are three candidates vying for the office of
director of ethnic affairs
they are Francisco Domiaguez of the Progressive
Student party and Robert
Warren of the Your Effective Student Support party.
DomingFrancisco
uez,a junior majoring in
political science, is a memand
of MECHA
ber
ALMAS, both groups which
promote Chicano interests
on campus and in the com.
has
munity.Dominguez
also served on the Board of
commuDirectors for the
nity oriented Center for
Community Cultural Activism.
Q: What is your opinion of CalPIRG?
A:I don’t think that it’s
an issue the press should
take up.It’s an issue that
the students will decide for
themselves. I don’t think
that it’s a party issue.
Q: What is your opinion of the RE(’ (’enter?
A: The student’s voted
for it. I think that all the
student’s like the idea. But
I think it’s a question of finances. The architectural
structure and the construction of all this is rather
questionable. In office. I
would have to say that we
need to investigate the
matter further.

11:
hat is your opinion of the fee increase situation"
A: I’m against fee increases. Coming from a
low economic backround,
it’s hard enough to go to
school,I have to work part
time.
Q: What is your opinion of the recent frderal regualtions requiring students
who
receive
financial aid to register for
the draft?
A :I know that Financial Aid wants to petition

Mil/Illgi’MeTIT,
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Y ESS candidate for director of ethnic affairs. He is a
member of the Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity and is
their historian. He is also
an IFC represenative for
the fraternity.
Q: What is your opinion of CalPIRG?
A: As far as the A.S.
council
is
concerned,
should I win, we wouldn’t
have much say. The way I
look at it, if the majority of
students want it, then you
have to go with the majority.

Vote Wednesday and Thursday
against it: they don’t want
to have to be part of the
regugovernment
lations,forcing people to do
it. I don’t think that financial aid should have to look
into the selective services.
Q: What is your opinion of the rrsoulution Introduced in the A.S. asking for
more student control over
instructional funds going to
athletics?
A: I’d like to research
this topic more before I
comment.
Robert E. Warren, a
junior majoring in bust -

Q: What are your feelings on the REC Center?
A: I think it’s a good
idea; it’s another item that
the student’s voted on,
however. I think a lot of
them voted on it before
they realized that the fees
were going to come out of
their pockets. It seems like
something that would be
good for the community.
However, maybe they (the
planners) should look at its
location, because there will
be a lot of traffic in -and-out
near the dorms.

Q: What is your opinion of the resolution introduced in the A.S. giving
students more control over
instructional funds going to
athletics?
A:I think the students
should be in control The
student’s money is allocated to fund athletics. We
should have a say-so in
terms of who needs money
and who doesn’t need
money. Students should be
the ones who issue the
funds if anybody does.
Q: What is your opinion of raising taxes on such
items as tobacco and alcohol ("sin (axes" I?
A: I’m not really in
favor of it. I wish there was
another way to go about it.
I think the increase in student fee’s is ridiculous. I
don’t think the students
should have to take the
burden of having their
fee’s raised, and having financial aid cut. But I don’t
see putting it on smokers
and drinkers particularly.
Q: What is your opinion of the recent federal
regulations requiring students who receive finan-

cial aid to register for the
draft?
A: I don’t think that
just because students don’t
believe in the draft, that it
should effect their getting
financial aid

CalPIRD: The California Public Interest Research Group is a state-wide college
consumer group which represents students/consumers by conducting research and
lobbying legislators. Opponents are opposed to another increase in student fees. Proponents have stated that the $3 students would have to pay can be refunded if students do
not want to participate.
Rec Center: In March 1982, the Rec Center won approval of voting students. Since
then, however, it was discovered that the estimate of the building costs was in error.
Opponents now argue that what the students voted for last March is no longer what was
promised, especially since the pool and other facilities were dropped until funding
could be found in the future. Proponents believe the Rec is still a viable plan which will
benefit the university. Students are now paying $10 a semester for the Rec; this fee can
increase as much as $40 in the future.
San Carlos Street: The University’s master plan calls for the closure of the street.
I rum Fourth to 10th streets, which will then be turned into a pedestrian mall. Proponents cite safety reasons and the need for more parking spaces. Opponents argue that
the city is against the closure and it would displace traffic.
Athletic Funding: Since students are paying a $5 fee for intructionally-related ac
tivities, opponents believe that students should have a say as to whether these funds
should be allocated to inter-collegiate athletics. Proponents argue that the disproportion of these funds allocated to athletics as compared to other instructional programs
is fair since athletics provide valuablepublic relations and other benefits.
Fee increases: Proponents are arguing for a tax increase. especially "sin taxes,"to offset more fee increases next semester. Opponents say that more taxes should
not be levied.
Aid/draft: A new law which will go into effect July 1 requires male college students to indicate whether they have complied with Selective Service registration requirements or they will not receive financial aid. Proponents believe draft resistors
should not be given federal aid. Opponents argue that the law is in violation of students
rights and that the government is unfairly picking on college students when this group
’s not the only group resisting the draft

Academic senate
By Rochelle Fortier
The two student academic senator candidates.
Jim Rowen and Eric Simmons, will represent the
student view at the academic senate. Four student
seats were up for election
this time but only three students applied. Jose McNeill dropped out of the election because he said he
might be too busy in the
Fall.
The associated students personnel board will
fill the other two positions
from applications from the
student body.The senate’s
27 faculty members, six
students and administration members reccom
mend and approve policy
changes that affect the uniAny
policies
versity.
passed must be approved
or vetoed by President Fullerton.
Jim Rowen, a senior, is
a political science major
who has been a senator for
the past year. He applied
and was appointed to fill a
student senator’s seat that
was not filled in last year’s
election. He’s held various
positions in associated students for the past four
years. Some of the positions he’s held have been
A.S. council member, director of academic affars
and director of Cal State
Affairs.
Q: What do you think
of CalPIRG?
A: It’s completely unnecessary. It was rejected
two years ago. How can we

complain about fee increases if we vote to increase fees?
Q: How do you feel
about fee increases?
A: Totally unnecessary. The university should
supplement it’s budget by
private funds and should
not divert its instructional
funds to intercollegiate
athletics.
Q: What do you think
should be done with the
RE(’ Center?
A: The students should
get the REC Center they
voted in. There should be
another referendum on the
REC Center because now
the administration is trying to give us less than
what we asked for.
Q: What do you think
about instructional funds
going to intercollegiate
athletics?
.
A: It doesn’t seem logical for the university president to go to Sacramento
and plead not to cut the uni
versity budget anymore
when she’s using the taxpayer’s money to give to
intercollegiate athletics.
Eric Simmons, a jt,
nior, is a mechanical engi
neering major. He said
he’s running as a respons.
to the lack of support Of
students in the senate.
Q: What do you think
about CalPIRG?
A: A group that pro
tects the students is a good
thing. The $3 is not that
much. And students who
don’t want to contribute
can always get a refund.

Q: What do you think
can be done about the fee
increases?
A: There was a proposal to increase taxes on cigarettes, but instead of
going to the CAL State system it would go to the General Fund. The voters
should voteon it.
Q: What do you think
about the REC Center?
A: If the plan stays the
way it is with the pool and
other things left out, then
students should vote on it
again.
Q: Do you think intercollegiate athletics gets too
much instructional fund
money?
Intercollegiate
A:
sports is an important part
of a school’s character. If it
would make the money
proportional to all programs without hurting athletics, then I would support
it
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Women’s protest focuses on unsafe streets at night
By Karen Sorensen
Carrying signs such as "Pornography Promotes Rape," and "Stop
Profit From Women Hating." approximately 50 people marched through
campus and the downtown San Jose pornography district for the annual
"Take Back The Night" march last week.
The march, part of Womyn’s Week, is a protest against women not
being able to safely walk the streets at night.
Womyn’s Week is spelled with a "y" instead of an "e" to emphasize that
women are independent of "-men," said Karen Hester, co-coordinator of the
Women’s Center, the program’s sponsor.
The marchers said they felt that the pornography district promotes violence against women through the sale of pornography.
"Women want to be able to walk and roam about freely at night without
being hassled," said Deborah Holmstrom, head organizer of Womyn’s
Week. "Many women just don’t go out at night because it’s taboo. People
say if you go out you’re asking for it."
Holmstrom said there was a double standard in socict because people

talk 01 how horrible violence is but will watch it on television and in the movies.
"Violent movies are big box-office draws," she said. "People have to
start saying ’this is not acceptable at all.’"
The marchers chanted phrases such as "women united will never be defeated" as they walked a loop from the Student Union down San Salvador,
First, Santa Clara, and Seventh streets.
The group was predominantly women, but a few male supporters were
present.
Kevin English. an SJSU art sophomore, said he joined the march because "I’m sick of the violence against women."
Pornography objectifies women, he said. "It says, here’s an object and
you can do what you wish with it."
Any woman walking down the street is a victim of this stereotype, he
added.
David Trinidad, an aeronautics junior who witnessed the march, said he
didn’t agree that pornography was related to violence against women.

"In Denmark and Sweden, where pornography is abundant, they have
very low rape rates," he said, adding thatviolence stems from television
and the news, but not from pornography.
The march was followed by a meeting featuring a poetry reading and
speaker Laura X, founder of the National Clearinghouse on Marital Rape.
Laura adopted the last name of X "to protest the legal ownership of
women by their husbands and the anonymity of women’s history," she said.
She founded the clearinghouse in 1980, she said, after succesfully campaigning in 1979 to make marital rape a crime in California.
Along with providing public education on marital rape, the clearinghouse supports women involved with marital rape court cases, she said, by
providing documentation on previous cases.
There are 38 states where men can legally rape their wives, X said.
There are also 13 states where a man can rape a lover and five states where
a man can rape a date without it being a crime, she added.
It is important for college students to know about marital rape, she said.
Because many students are planning to get married or already are.

John Carradine pays informal visit to SJSU
By Deruce Chambers
A dilapitated chair stood alone before a group of restless students and faculty. The back drop was the empty
stage of the Studio Theater in Hugh Gillis Hall. John Carradine slowly entered and applause filled the room.
"That’s a better hand than I had opening night," said
the aging Carradine.
He lowered his antiquated body on the chair and
braced himself. Carradine visited SJSU March 10 in the
Studio Theater. He is presently doing "Brigadoon" for the
San Jose Civic Light Opera, but unfortunately isn’t getting exceptional reviews. He has been accused of forgetting his lines. For a man of 77, he had several detailed antcedotes for his captive audience.
Carradine’s full suit did not hide the weathered body
it contained. His face was a road map of wrinkles, with his
small eyes embedded in the flesh. He sat smiling with his
contorted, arthritic hands in his lap.
Carradine boasted he had done over 400 films and 178
plays, and that he held the record number of performances. He was commended by a round of applause, and
[he questions began. His visit was an informal one, more
of a question and answer session.
In response to what his favorite movie was, Carradine went off with a tale that went with the movie, "Captains’ Courageous." He said he’d always been a sailor and
owned many boats. His first boat was more of a ship at 65
feet. He was known as "Captain Blye around the yacht
club. because I ran such a tight ship. I then sold the
schooner to finance my repertory theater It was a good

John Carra dine

investment, but now I’m boalless."
Carradine recounted this and many other pieces of
adventure and wit with such clarity, it is hard to imagine
him fumbling with lines in "Brigadoon."
He has little formal education himself, but believes
budding theater students should go in with a full academic background. "After 58 years in theater. I am a well
educated man," Carradine said.
On the personal side, Carradine is the proud father of
five children, two of them being actors David and Keith
Carradine. "The theater never interfered with my married life, although I’ve been married four times," Carradine laughed. He is presently living happily with wife
number four.
Katherine Hepburn was his favorite leading lady, and
he respected her a great deal, Hepburn and he were doing
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The Student Union Loma Prieta room will be the
scene today of films and guest speakers as part of Israel
Education Day.
John Rothmann, a former foreign policy consultant to
President Nixon, is scheduled to speak today at 12:30 p.m.
in the S.U. Loma Prieta room about possible solutions in
the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Rothmann’s speech and the day -long program are
sponsored by the Israel Action Committee, a campus
group.
The program begins at 11 a.m. with the film, "Jerusalem City Of Peace," in the Loma Prieta Room, and continues until 7 p.m. with various speakers and films. The
last item begins at 5:30 p.m. in the Loma Prieta room featuring the movie -Exodus" starring Paul Newman and
Eva Marie-Saint.
Israel Education Day was created to make more peo-
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A.S. leisure services faces a $2,483 cut. They requested $55,483 but
the committee recommended an allocation of $53.000.
Other A.S. groups the executive, election board, legislative and
had $4,100 in recpublic relation
ommended cuts divided between
them.
The homecoming group requested money for fireworks and a
week of events for homecoming next
year and received $3,935 of the $4.085
requested.
The last meeting where groups
can appear and present their requests will be held today. Final committee deliberations before the recommendations go before the A.S.
board of directors will be March 21.
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Other speakers include: Rev. Bob Eskridge, International Christian Embassy to Jerusalem; Professor Jacque Goldberg, SJSU Physics Department: and Sheizaf
Rafaeli, a Stanford graduate student.
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By Keith Hodgin
A Washington-based consumer group
has given Congressman Don Edwards, D.
San Jose, one of its highest ratings for his
voting record on 1982 consumer issues.
The Public Citizen’s Congress Watch,
founded by Ralph Nader in 1971, credits
Edwards with voting for the consumer on
95 percent of the consumer legislation introduced during the last congressional
session.
The rating was based on twenty pieces
of legislation involving consumer protection, government reform, subsidies to special interest groups, energy, the enviro;Tient and tax reform.
"I think he (Edwards) is certainly
looking out for the interests of the people
in his district. He is not subject to the spe-
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cial interest influence here in Washington"said Craig McDonald. a PCCW field director.
According to McDonald, Edwards received $56,000 from political action committees during the last election campaign.
Beilensen is one of the few congressmen who refuses to accept PAC money.
By comparison. 32 members of the
House of Representatives received over
$200,000 and 20 senators received over
$4400,000 from PACs.
The PCCW is involved in consumer
studies, grass roots organizing, informing
constituents on how the members of congress are voting and who is influencing
them, McDonald said.
It releases a Congressional Voting
Index after each congressional session.
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"We want to inform and educate people on the different aspects of Israel and its historical and cultural background," Ames added.
The committee, which only started with a handful of
people, now has 40 members who helped set up the program. Ames said.
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Other groups facing cuts were
the
Woman’s
Center/Womyn’s
Week which got their request cut by
$2.300, from 811,155 to $8.855.

ple aware of the social, cultural, scientific and political
aspects of the Jewish state, according to Leslie Ames,
program co-chairperson and one of the founders of the Action Committee.
The IAC started last September because of all the
anti -Israel propaganda on campus and in the media.
Ames said.
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The committee’s recommendation was for $130,000, or $12,000 less
than originally requested.
One item which received more
money was A.S. equipment reserve.
They received $4,000 more than originally requested.
"The additional money will be
used to purchase a computer for the
business office which will eliminate
one position in the office and save
money in the long run." said Barry
Probst. budget committee chairman.
The A.S. program board also
lost money, from 888,500 to 880,000.
The committee said the A.S.
program board should consider on
their own which items to cut.
Newsbreak 91, SJSU’s radio station, and TV station Channel 54 update, got their request cut by $4,500.
The committee said the cut was
made because Radio-TV :\ e%%s qualifies to recieve money from instructionally related funds

,nraacts tooarcas

Hepburn stormed off the stage and refused to speak to
Carradine for 20 years. He added now they are good
friends.
Carradine offered his years of theatrical wisdom in
the form of advice. "You must have an ideal, a dream.
And follow it."
After another series of narratives, Carradine finished
his talk. He stood upon unsteady legs with the gentle hand
of Mina Garmen, theater arts department chairwoman,
to reassure him. A standing ovation was his thanks.
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A.S. makes budget suggestions
By Jan Field
While six campus groups were
recommended the amount they
asked for, one got an increase and 11
other groups must share a $32,300
cut in budget recommendations by
the Associated Students budget
committee.
The budget committee heard 18
of the 39 groups requesting to be
part of the 1983-84 budget, and made
their preliminary recommendations.
These recommendations will be
passed to the A.S. board of directors
on March 25, and if approved, will be
forwarded to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton by April 1
On a porportional basis, the
most drastic cut was the A.S. Bike
Shop, which received only $550 of the
$2,811 requested. or 80 percent less
than they. wanted.
In terms of dollar loss, the A.S.
business office is facing the biggest
cut.

a film called "Mary Queen of Scots" when they had their
first disagreement. Hepburn wanted to play Mary as well
as Elizabeth, and Carradine said it was "really getting on
his nerves," so he told her, "If you play both Mary and
Elizabeth, how would you know who to upstage?"
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SPARTAGUIDE
Paintings by Prakash Chandras will
be on display this week. A reception will
be held from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Art
Department, Gallery Three.

The department of history will hold a
Karl Marx Centenary Conference from 4
to 9 p.m. today, Tuesday and Wednesday
in the AlmadenRoom in the Student Union.

The Campus Christian Ministry will
hold a Bible study on Luke at noon Tuesday in the Montalvo Room in the Student
Union and a prayer group from 5 to 6 p.m.
Tuesday at the Campus Christian Center,
San Carlos and 10th streets.

The election Board Committee will
hold a poll official meeting at noon Monday and 4 p.m. Tuesday in the Pacheco
Room in the Student Union.

Career Planning and Placement will
hold an interview preparation seminar at
12:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Costanoan
Room in the Student Union.

The AIESEC will hold a general meeting at 4:30 p.m.today in the faculty lounge,
BC 001.
The Community Commitee for International Students will provide service for
international students at 2 p.m. in Administration room 206.

The Society for the Advancement of
Management will hold a presentation on
the importance of location of commercial
and industrial real estate at 3:30 p.m.
An organizational meeting for stuTuesday in the CostanoanRoom in the Stu- dents interested in traveling to Death Valdent Union.
ley during spring break will be held at 7 tonight in the Science Building, room 142.
Representatives from The Young
Democrats will hold an organizational
meeting at noon Tuesday in the Almaden
Room in the Student Union.

The SJSU Collegiate Bicycle Club will
hold a meeting at B p.m. Tuesday in the
Pacheco Room in the Student Union.
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ROTC rifle team takes first place
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Before I got this job as
Spartan Daily sports
editor, my attitude toward
SJSU sports was, "what
sports?" And as for the
athletes...
Well, now all of that
has changed (It’s amazing
how your attitude toward
things change when your
butt is on the line). But
really, we’ve had some
great athletes this spring,
athletes doing some fine
things to improve SJSU’s
sports reputation.
The first that comes to
mind of course is Chris
McNealy, the Spartan
basketball team’s star
forward. Chris ended up
finishing
the
season
leading the Spartans in
scoring 119 points per
, game) and rebounding
(almost 10 points per
game). He led the PCAA in
field goal percentage,
hitting close to 60 percent
of his attempts.
McNealy ranks third in
all-time SJSU scoring and
really came through in the
clutch last Thursday
against Utah State, leading
the Spartans to a first round upset win over the
Aggies, scoring 27 points.
Chris is graduating this
year. but he is definitely
the SJSU standout this
spring and an athlete to
watch out for in the future.
Now you’ve all heard
that there’s no such thing
as a one-man team. But in
the case of the men’s
gymnastics team, one man
can sure make a hell of
difference. Junior Roy
Pa!ossou seems to break a
school record every time
he shows for a meet. He’s
broken SJSU records in the
pommel horse, parallel
bars, high bar, floor
exercises and vaulting,
though he has yet to top the
9.65 record for rings
competition.
Probably showcased
more than any other
in
school
athlete
publications this spring,
actually
Palassou
deserves the coverage he
gets. He is currently
ranked seventh best in the
country, and a definite
candidate for the 1984
Olympic team.
With Palassou, this
year’s SJSU’s gymnastics

team is the greatest ever.
Without him, the team
would still be good, but not
great.
On the ladies’ side, the
one woman that stood out
in my mind this spring is
forward Natalie St. Mary
of the Lady Spartans
basketball team. Though
the Lady Spartans failed to
make it into the NorPac
championships, St. Mary
didn’t fail to shine as the
Lady Spartans’ leading
scorer.
She ranked second in
the NorPac conference in
scoring with a 20.4 points
per game average. She also
ranked second in the
conference for rebounding,
averaging 11.3 per contest.
St. Mary was also named
NorPac Player of the Week
the last week of February - all of which, add up to
more-than-adaquate credentials for a superstar
SJSU athlete.
And speaking of
credentials,
freshman
swimmer Angie Wester
was named NorPac Athlete
of the Month for February
an honor she received for
times of 25.85 in the 50-yard
butterfly and 56.47 in the
100-yard butterfly. The
times qualified Wester for
the NCAA championships
in Lincoln, Nebraska,
March 17-19.
Though still a freshman, Wester has already
broken two school records,
the 5 -foot -five inch
swimmer is also a standout
as well with a lot of
potential for attaining even
greater heights as a
swimmer at SJSU.
Of course, there’s lots
more like Bernie Holloway,
one of the top 400-meter
men in the world, Andy
Tsarnas and John Mittlestead of the PCAAchampion SJSU wrestling
team, and lady gymnast
Laura Donnelly, another
freshman, who broke the
school record for the vault
earlier this year -- I could
keep on naming names and
still miss a few of them.
But the athletes that I
mentioned have really
helped make SJSU sports
this spring a little exciting,
even if spectators on
campus have not torn down
stadiums to go see them.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED

By Cheryl Clemmons
For the second consecutive year, SJSU’s Army ROTC
rifle team placed first in the Fourth Annual South Bay
Smallbore Rifle Match held at the indoor rifle range in
McQuarrie Hall March 5.
The match was sponsored by the Palo Alto-Stanford
area chapter of the Military Orders of the World Wars and
the SJSU shooting team.
The SJSU team competed against teams from the
University of Santa Clara Army ROTC, two teams from

SJSt A1E Force lt( iT(’ mid three tv..11115
Milpitas Navy Junior ROTC.

1111:

110111

Army ROTC members also won first, second and
third places in individual competition.
Team member Arpad Szoboszlay placed first with a
score of 210 out of a possible score of 300, James Hauschild
placed second with a score of 201 and John Nonero took
third place with a score of 200.

The shooters used 22 caliber rimfore rifles with
metallic sights, shooting at a distance of 50 (cot.
Three firing positions were used. In the prone and
kneeling positions, 10 shots were fired with a time limit of
15 minutes. In the standing position, 10 shots were fired
with a time limit of 20 minutes.
"I was real proud of the outcome," said Master Sgt.
Jose Reyes, SJSU rifle team coach. "They trained hard.
They were nervous, but they came out first. It was successful."

In my opinion

Rosie Greer, athletes preach Gospel
By Craig Carter
When boy sports editor Bruce Barton flashed complimentary tickets to see Rosie Greer in my face, I
jumped at the chance to see an old football hero (and one
hell of a seamstress), in the flesh.
Afterward, I wanted to toss Barton into a ditch for
dragging me into what turned out to be a Christian
recruitment telethon.
Maybe I don’t keep up on things well enough, but I
didn’t know Rosie Greer had been born again. I had expected to be amused and entertained with stories of
quarterback dismemberment, and inspirational tales
about how football builds character-- not to be prodded for
cash donations, or told the wondrous ways the Lord would
"generously reward me" for my generous donations.
The event turned out to be a banquet (rubber chicken
covered with orange stuff), at a classy San Jose hotel and
a Christian business man’s association meeting.
Rosie Greer, former defensive tackle for the New
York Giants and part of the Los Angeles Ram’s Fearsome
Foursome, was indeed the featured speaker, but he had a
varied series of opening acts that included a white gospel
muzak group, an East Indian who said his life was
redeemed because he denounced Mohammed and his
entire culture, a man who claimed the Lord had gotten rid

Ill his neck paw and a couple (il
, a 114111 who praised
God for everything from feeding the hungry to giving us
toothpaste.
When Greer finally spoke, after hours of everybody
else, he did begin his speech with humorous anecdotes.
That was fun. And halfway through, when he got to his
conversion to active Christianity ( baptism was the extent
of his worship until he was middle-aged), he was very
moving.
But then he started preaching. The organinst started
pounding inspiration out of his instrument in the
background, over which Greer called out the diners to find
the Lord--that now was the time to find the savior.
About 10 people did find the Lord that night (you
signalled that you had by standing up), presumably from
inspiration, but when the man asking you to find God
stands six foot plus, plus and hovers near 300 pounds, one
wonders if perhaps more primal motivations, like fear,
might have something to do with it.
Of course, athletes have pitched God for years now.
The San Francisco Giants have a large Christian infiltration, and there are more campus inter-varsity
Christian Organizations around than you can cast stones
at.
This got me to thinking. How many other causes or

religions might benefit from using professional athletes to
beef up their ranks? Jocks have been selling beer and
shaving cream for years. Why not God,too? Or perhaps
the nuclear freeze?
Think of all the people who d immediately sign up
with the nuclear freeze movement if Daryl "The Mad
Bomber" Lamonica came out in support. Armchair
quarterbacks everywhere would put down their Buds and
hustle to their local peace centers in droves to enlist with
the cause.
Athletes are idols in America. For too long they’ve
squandered their power and influence on directing our
attentions to the best tasting soft drink, the lightest beer,
and the comfiest underwear.
I think the Gun Control people could easily crush the
NRA if they’d just enlist the services of "Pistol" Pete
Maravich.
And just as easily would the nation’ stand behind any
solution to the social security mess that George "Old
Man" Blanda came up with.
There are plenty of retired athletes who have nothing
to do but limp around on old injuries. They’d leap (as best
they could) at the chance to get back into the limelight and
help make America red, white, and blue again.
Let’s give them the chance.

Porter -- from drug addict to MVP

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) How does winning
the Most Valuable Player award in the World Series
change a baseball player’s life?
"Well. I got on the Johnny Carson show," said Darrell
Porter. "It would never have happened if I hadn’t been
the MVP."
The bespectacled, clerkish-looking catcher of the St.
Louis Cardinals is able to speak lightly of having achieved
a goal last fall that every red-blooded kid in the land must
dream about.
He knows the fickleness of the public and
press. If he had booted a
couple of throws, failed to
nail a few base stealers
and batted .175, he’d never
have heard the telephone
ring.
Porter was in espe
cially heavy demand not
because he was a clean-liv
ing, church-going, familj
loving American hero.
Just the opposite
He was a man who hail
turned down the wrong
road, got mixed up with
booze and drugs and almost destroyed his family
life and his career.

"I am still a drug addict, an alcoholic," he says
frankly, "I will be the rest of my life."
Three years ago, while he was playing with Kansas
City, this 31 -year-old, II -year veteran recognized that he
was a prisoner a captive, an addict of the bottle. And
the situation was going from bad to worse.
"I was a sick man," he recalled. "I had a lot of idle
time on the road. I began to drink, and smoke.
The date was March 12, 1980. That’s when Portei
having been touched by the testimony of one-time ilk.,

holic Don Newcombe, decided to enter a rehabilitation
center for treatment.
He caught fire in postseason play, hitting .556 in the
league title series against Atlanta and against the Brewers in the World Series getting 10 hits, with a home run,
two doubles and five RBI’s.
"Through all of my problems. God was with me. lam
in His hands. lam at peace with myself
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Foreign students’’ drop’ policy changed
by campus administrators to two weeks
Donatelli
By (.or
"It is not our intent to make more money off you.
Thus said J. Handel Evans. SJSU executive vice president, at a Friday morning meeting of seven Inter -Cultural Student Committee members.
The outcome of the meeting is next semester’s
change in the add/drop policy for foreign and resident
students, according to Edgar Chambers. admissions and
records director.
The current policy states students must add or drop
their classes three weeks into the semester or the student
will be penalized.
Present at the meeting were the ICSC members, their

adviser Tom Coke, Evans, Chambers, Glen Guttorsmen,
associate vice president and Bill Friedrichs. director of
fiscal services.
The policy discussed during the meeting will change
the drop period from three to two weeks while the add period will remain at three weeks.
According to administration representatives, this will
solve many of the problems by eliminating students taking up space in the classes sooner.
ICSC’s reasons for requesting the meeting was to discuss what they believe are "unfair" policies.
"At times we are asked to change classes by an instructor and this is counted as a drop and we are penal-

ized," said ICSC member Deepika Ranaweera.
"I don’t believe this is fair, but prove it - give me
some proof so that I can take care of it if this is really happening." said Evans.
Ranaweera described for Evans what she felt were
unfair circumstances: Evans assured the students he
would look into it and get back to them.
"If we are wrong in our intrepretation we will correct
it," Evans said.
Swiss foreign student Daniel Aeschbacher tried to
fight the school system last semester after he was advised
he was being penalized for dropping a class late. According to the Chancellors Office, SJSU intrepretes Title 5 in

Fees may not be hiked until ’84
during advance registration in April and May
if there is no budget to back up the demand.
The only way students would have to pay
the extra amount, Montaine said, would be if
there were an earlier-than-expected resolution of the budget conflict. In that case, one of
two things would happen.
Students could end up paying the fee,
I roughly $1151, nearly two months into the semester as they did this semester with the $64
increase. The increase would not be binding
on students until the Spring 1984 semester.
However. Alquist and other leading Dem-

By David Berkowitz
Even if next year’s $230 planned student fee increase survives opposition, students
probably will not have to pay until 1984.
according to a state Senate official.
Vince Montaine, special assistant to Sen.
Alfred Alquist, D-Santa Clara. said Wednesday that senators negotiating over Gov.
George Deukmejian’s 1983-84 budget will not
reach an agreement until at least May of this
year.
He said the state would have no legal
basis to charge students the increased rate

SJSU to lighten up
with new, brighter,
vapor lamp fixtures

ocrats doubt that the new fee will even take
effect this year.
Senate officials indicate there is enough
opposition to the planned increase within the
Legislature to at least cut that $230 figure in
half.
Among others, senate majority leader.
John Garamendi, Finance Committee chairman Alquist, Senate President pro tempore
David Roberti, and key members of the assembly Budget Committee are opposing any
increase and are furiously lobbying against
it.

By Eric Gill
SJSU is replacing all
of its exterior lamp posts
on campus. The black’
tarred logs that are scatthe
throughout
tered
campus will be used as
"temporary
walk -way
lighting," and will be replaced by sodium vapor
lamps,
according
to
Ilenry Orbach. university
Iacilities director.
"We have a hodgepodge of lighting around
campus, and we think we
can improve that lighting." Orbach said, noting
the present system is
made up of too many various types of lights.
The
new
lamps,

TAX BILL: Plan seeks support
1
II liar for dollar" allocation to the
I.
universiIN system, yet it indirectly guarantees that the fee increase will be eliminated. Burns said.
Robbins hopes this "sunrise clause" will
sidestep bipartisan opposition to earmarking.
retrieve Democratic support lost when reference to the universities was deleted, and
pease senate Republicans who are reluctant
to support a tax increase but oppose raising
student fees, Burns said.
The compromise over language should be
enough to push the bill through committee if
members vote as they reported they would in
a recent Spartan Daily poll of.senators. But
just barely.
Six members of the committee. Democratic senators Alquist. Dills, Garamendi,
Robbins. Petris, and Republican senator
Campbell said they would definitely support
the bill. Four senators, Democrats Boatwright, Presley. Greene and Republican Sey-

!now’ plan to oppose the bill. The I0 ,a language should sway enough Democratic voles
to allow for at least an 8-7 margin in the bill’s
favor,
However, even the new compromise Robbins plans to propose will not satisfy some
committee members who plan to oppose it in
committee and on the senate floor.
"I would oppose the triggering as well,"
said John Seymour, R -Anaheim. "He’s (Robbins I trying to isolate various factors of the
budget and looking at them preliminarily as a
part of the whole budget. I oppose ranking
priorities before knowing what our other expenses will be."
According to Paul Fidelli. press agent for
Senate Majority Leader John Garamendi. the
bill’s chances of survival in committee are
about 50-50. But the chances of gaining Gov.
George Deukmejian’s signature are slim, he
said. Deukmejian opposes any tax increases
during the current recession.
State officials said Monday that the only

Lontinued tram page

%i.* the bill could make it past the governor’s
desk would be with a compromise similar to
the one recently worked out between senate
Democrats and Deukmejian’s Republican
staff. That compromise called for a "triggering device" which will institute a one-cent
sales tax increase in November if state revenue remains below spending levels.
Fidelli also pointed to predictable opposition from the tobacco industry. That opposition would not begin to mount until the Robbins bill clears the Finance Committee, he
said.
According to Burns, however, the tobacco lobby should not be a major factor.
Robbins targeted the cigarette industry, she
said, because California is not involved in the
manufacturing of cigarettes.
The legislation will have extra points in
its favor because senate president pro tern
David Roberti. D-Los Angeles, is one of the
co-authors.

the manner in which the add/drop policy is carried out, to
was told.
This issue was brought up at the hour-long meeting.
"Why?" asked the students, "out of 15 Caliform,
State University System schools does only one other
school intrepret Title 5 like SJSU?"
The 13 other schools penalize students after a three
week period if the number of initial units registered for
have changed. For example, if a student signed up for 15
units and after three weeks the computer printouts show
the student only has 12 units then the student is penalized.
"We go back to our small corner and you go back to
yours and I’ll contact you next week."Evans said

which will illuminate a
dull orange color, are
similar to those used for
street lighting by cities
such as Sunnyvale. They
are considerably brighter
than the lights they will
replace, and are designed
to use less energy, said
Jim Olson, project superApproxiintendent.
mately 200 of the new
lamps will be installed,
he said.
SJSU hired Sprig
Electric to complete the
project. Spring Electric
has been contracted to
finish installing the new
lights within 140 days at a
cost of 8452010

Orbach said last year
the state appropriated
$318,000 for a "capital
outlay project," and the
university decided to use
the money to improve the
campus lighting system.
The old lamps operate on a high voltage system which must be completely shut off before
workers can lay down the
electrical work for the
Conselamps.
new
quently, temporary lights
are being installed to prevent the campus from
being without exterior
lighting.
The
black-tarred
poles are scheduled to be
set in place this weekend.

Marxists speak in Union
A Karl Marx Centenary Conference
will be held today, Tuesday and Wednesday in the Student Union Almaden Room
featuring Richard Lichtman. founding
member of the "Socialist Review" and
Herbert Aptheker, director of the American Institute for Marxist Studies.
The conference is scheduled for 4 to 9

p.m. each day and is sponsored by the history department and the School of Social
Sciences. Topics to be discussed today include: "Marxism as a Living Philosophy," by Lichtman and "Marxism and the
Crisis of Capitalism."
For more information contact the history department.
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